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Abstract 

Several procedures are commonly used for water disinfection from 

bacteria. Unfortunately each procedure has its shortcomings. The most 

important shortcoming is the formation of disinfection by-products. Photo-

degradation of microorganisms using photocatalysts (such as ZnO) could 

be a good alternative. However, ZnO is a wide band gap (3.2 eV) 

semiconductor, and demands UV irradiations for excitation. Therefore, 

sensitization of ZnO is necessary here to make use of the solar light for the 

photo-catalyst excitation. 

In this work, ZnO semiconductor particles, combined with safe low 

cost sensitizer (the natural dye anthocyanin) were used to disinfect water 

from bacteria by photodegrading it with solar simulator light. Both nano- 

and micro-sized ZnO particles were investigated here. The natural dye can 

sensitize ZnO to the visible light, as the dye has smaller band gap and 

absorbs in the visible region. More than 90% degradation percent was 

achieved in 90 minutes under solar simulator, with improvement ~10% 

than the naked ZnO. 

Control experiments that were conducted in absence of catalyst or 

light showed only small loss in bacteria concentration. Sensitized ZnO 
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catalyst worked well under purely visible light. Using a cut-off filter 

(eliminating 400 nm and shorter wavelengths) confirmed that. The 

sensitized catalyst activity was almost not affected by eliminating UV from 

the solar simulator light. ZnO nano-particles (with average size 20 nm) 

were prepared and used for water disinfection. They were characterized 

using UV-Visible absorption spectrophotometry, photoluminescence 

spectrometry, XRD and SEM techniques. Sensitized ZnO nano-particles 

showed higher catalytic activity than the sensitized ZnO with large particle 

size (micro-size). Complete degradation was achieved with nano-particles 

under the same conditions. Some factors affecting photo-degradation 

reaction and catalyst efficiency, such as illumination time, temperature, pH, 

catalyst concentration, contaminant concentration and dissolved organic 

and inorganic impurities, were studied. 

Changing temperature didn’t significantly affect the catalyst 

efficiency. The amphoteric nature of ZnO decreased the effect of changing 

pH value for the reaction medium on the catalyst efficiency. The nominal 

amount of the used catalyst affected the degradation, and there was an 

optimum weight that should be used for maximum benefit. Increasing the 

initial concentration of contaminants enhanced the catalyst activity. The 

presence of impurities (organic and inorganic) affected the catalyst activity 

in different manners. Catalyst recovery after reaction completion was 

achieved by simple means, and the recovered catalyst showed good sound 

activity on reuse. Re-dying the re-used catalyst restored its efficiency under 

solar simulator. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Clean and pure water is urgently needed by all humans in our world, 

but due to development and high-density population, with insufficient 

sanitation and water treatment systems, surface water became highly 

polluted with human waste. Even urban tap water is becoming increasingly 

contaminated. Primarily humans, but also animals, are the source of 

microorganisms that contaminate water sources and cause intestinal 

infections [1]. 

To get water that can be used in daily life without fearing of 

diseases, it must be purified and disinfected before being used. Water 

disinfection means the removal, deactivation or killing of pathogenic 

microorganisms. Microorganisms are destroyed or deactivated, resulting in 

termination of growth and reproduction. Sterilization is a process related to 

disinfection. However, during the sterilization process all present 

microorganisms are killed, both harmful and harmless microorganisms. 

Disinfection can be chemical or physical. For physical disinfection of water 

several disinfectants can be used such as: Ultraviolet light (UV), Electronic 

radiation, Gamma rays and Heat. For chemical disinfection of water several 

disinfectants can be used such as: Chlorine dioxide (ClO2), hypochlorite 

(OCl-), ozone (O3), halogens including chlorine (Cl2), bromine (Br2) and 

iodine (I2), metal ions such as  copper (Cu2+) and silver (Ag+), potassium 

permanganate (KMnO4), alcohols, soaps, detergents, quarternary 
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ammonium salts, hydrogen peroxide, in addition to different acids and 

bases [2]. Table (1.1) summarizes advantages and disadvantages of 

common disinfecting compounds. 

Table (1.1): The comparison of the main disinfectants [3] 
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1.2 Disinfection by Oxidation Processes 

Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOP) are among the newer 

chemical techniques used for water purification. They can be divided into 

two types depending on the techniques used, namely: abiotic degradation 

(such as thermal degradation/combustion, molten salt processes, wet 

oxidation, chemical oxidation or acid-base hydrolysis) and photo-

degradation (by H2O2/UV, O3/UV or O3/H2O2/UV processes, solar 

photolysis, processes in vacuum ultraviolet or photo-catalysis) [4-5]. 

Other water disinfection procedures involve formation of 

disinfecting by-products (DBPs). Important examples are the 

trihalomethanes (THMs). Such processes have limited use due to their 

carcinogenic and mutagenic nature [6]. They result from chlorination of 

groundwater with high total organic carbon (TOC) content. To decrease 

DBPs formation, it will be better to decompose organic compounds prior to 

chlorine addition. Solar disinfection by photo-catalysis has the advantage 

of destroying the bacterial population and DBPs as well. 

Standard water treatment techniques are often too expensive both in 

capital costs, operating costs and maintenance costs. In this respect, the use 
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of solar energy as an alternative could prove to be an economic technology 

especially in countries with high sunlight exposure. 

In recent years, applications to environmental cleanup have been one 

of the most active areas in heterogeneous photo-catalysis. Semiconductors 

are used to degrade organic pollutants in water to harmless inorganic 

materials. Titanium dioxide and zinc oxide were used in photo-catalytic 

degradation of textile dyeing wastewater under ultraviolet irradiation. A 

maximum color removal of 96% was achieved after irradiation time of 2.5 

hours when titanium dioxide was used at 303oK, while 82% color reduction 

was observed when zinc oxide was used for the same period at same 

temperature [7]. Pare et al used zinc oxide suspension for photocatalytic 

degradation of lissamine fast yellow dye using artificial light [8]. 

Photocatalytic decolorization of azo-dye Orange II in water has been 

examined in an external UV light irradiation slurry photoreactor using zinc 

oxide (ZnO) as a semiconductor photocatalyst [9]. ZnO and activated 

carbon-supported ZnO were used in photo-degradation of methyl orange 

and phenazopyridine with direct solar light in aqueous solutions, both 

naked ZnO and AC/ZnO were highly efficient in mineralizing 

phenazopyridine, reaching complete removal in about 50 minutes, with 

AC/ZnO having the higher edge, the photo-degradation reaction was 

induced by the UV tail of the solar light [10-11]. Also nano-ZnO has been 

applied in wastewater treatment by photocatalytic oxidation [12]. 

Furthermore, ZnO has been used to eliminate hazardous organic 

compounds, such as phenol, from wastewaters [13]. 
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There have been numerous studies carried out across the world focus 

on metal oxides and zinc oxide  using as photo-catalyst in order to 

photodegrade organic pollutants and microorganisms in water. Shang and 

his colleagues used palladium oxide nanoparticles that are well dispersed 

on a nitrogen-doped titanium oxide matrix photocatalyst for water 

disinfection [14]. TiO2 [15-16] silver modified titania photocatalyst [17] 

and ZnO nanorods [18] were used in bacteria inactivation for drinking-

water disinfection. Belapurkar et al used TiO2 supported on a glass tube and 

a stainless steel plate, and evaluated them for their bactericidal effect using 

water primed with Escherichia coli, in a quartz reactor using 350 nm light 

and solar light. The study indicates that the technique can be used for 

disinfection up to ~ 20 L water daily using solar light [19]. 

Solar photocatalytic disinfection of a group of bacteria and fungi 

aqueous suspensions was carried out with TiO2, ZnO and Sahara desert 

dust by researchers [20]. Liu and Yang used ZnO and TiO2 for 

Photocatalytic inactivation of Escherichia coli and Lactobacillus helveticus 

with ultraviolet light, both TiO2 and ZnO with 365 nm ultraviolet (UV) 

light was studied in a batch reactor. Almost all the initial E. coli cells (108 

CFU/ml) were inactivated in 40 min in the presence of 2 g ZnO /L [21]. 

1.3 Disinfection Mechanisms 

Chemical inactivation of microbiological contamination in natural or 

untreated water is usually on the final steps to reduce pathogenic 

microorganisms in drinking water. Combinations of water purification 
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steps (oxidation, coagulation, settling, disinfection and filtration) make 

drinking water safer [2]. 

How does Disinfection Work? 

Disinfection commonly takes place by: destroying cell wall of 

microorganisms, inhibiting proteins or nucleic acids synthesis, changing 

cell membrane permittivity and antagonizing enzymes action (structural 

change in enzymes). 

These disturbances in cell activity cause microorganisms to no 

longer be able to multiply. This causes the microorganisms to die out. 

Oxidizing disinfectants also demolish organic matter in the water, causing a 

lack of nutrients [22]. 

In 1988 Matsunaga et al. suggested that the hole in the 

semiconductor valence band (VB) received an electron from coenzyme A 

(CoA) as the donor forming dimeric CoA. Dimerization of CoA inhibits 

respiration and causes death of the cells [23]. In 1999 Maness et al. 

reported that in the presence of TiO2 the lipid peroxidation reaction takes 

place. Consequently, the normal functions associated with an intact 

membrane, such as respiratory activity, are lost [24]. The same authors 

investigated the mechanisms of cell death with a focus on the features of 

cell wall and cytoplasmic membrane damages caused by the photocatalytic 

reactions [25]. Figure (1.1) shows a sketch for the photo-catalytic 

inactivation of a bacterial cell process. 
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Figure (1.1): Inactivation of a bacterial cell [17]. 

1.4 Microorganisms 

Microorganisms can be found commonly in nature, they are invisible 

to bare eyes and present in soil, air, food and water [26]. Through 

consumption of food and air we are exposed to microorganisms. Most 

microorganisms are harmless and will contribute to a number of vital 

processes in the human body, such as the metabolism. However, there are 

also microorganisms which can cause disease or which are harmful to 

people with low resistance to disease. 

Pathogenic microorganisms in the water can be distinguished from 

chemical contaminants. Microorganisms are living organisms and are not 

dissolved in water, but they will coagulate or attach to colloids and solids 

in water.  
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1.4.1 Types of Pathogenic Microorganisms 

Pathogenic microorganisms in drinking water can be divided up into 

three types: bacteria, viruses and parasitic protozoa. Bacteria and viruses 

can exist in both surface water and groundwater, whereas parasitic protozoa 

can be found mainly in surface water. 

1.4.2 Bacteria 

Bacteria are the most abundant life-form on earth. They are single-

cell organisms, they can be founded in different shapes; a sphere, a spiral or 

a rod. Their presence as individual bacteria or in bacterial chains, bundles 

or pairs. Their  length normally  between 0.40 and 14 m and the width is 

about 0.20 to 12 m. Consequentially they can only be viewed under a 

microscope. They can reproduce by means of DNA replication, causing a 

bacterium to split into two independent cells. The replication process takes 

about 15 to 30 minutes in ideal circumstances [27]. Bacteria are enclosed in 

cell walls that are largely composed of a carbohydrate and protein complex 

called peptidoglycan [28]. Bacteria generally reproduce by dividing into 

two equal cells (binary fission)., Most bacteria use organic chemicals for 

nutrition, which can be obtained from either dead or living organisms. 

Some bacteria can manufacture their own food by photosynthesis, and 

some can derive nutrition from inorganic substances [29]. 

1.4.2.1 Escherichia Coli (E. Coli) 

The bacterial species Escherichia coli is one of the most common 

inhabitants of the human intestinal tract and is probably the most familiar 
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organism in microbiology. Optimal growth of E. coli occurs at 37°C [30], 

and the optimum pH growing in a culture at 37°C is 6.0-7.0. It has a 

minimum pH level of 4.4 and a maximum level of 9.0 required for growth 

[31]. It is a Facultative anaerobes organism that can grow in either the 

presence or absence of oxygen. It is used frequently as biological indicator 

of disinfection efficiency in water systems. They are a large and diverse 

group of bacteria. Although most strains of E. coli are harmless, others can 

cause some diseases; some kinds of E. coli can cause diarrhea, while others 

cause urinary tract infections, respiratory illness and pneumonia and other 

illnesses. Still other kinds of E. coli are used as markers for water 

contamination [32]; they are an indicator of fecal contamination. This was 

based on the premise that E. coli is abundant in human and animal feces. 

The presence of E coli in recreational waters is used to indicate fecal 

contamination and the possible presence of other more pathogenic 

microorganisms such as Salmonella, Shigella, Campylobacter, Giardia, 

Cryptosporidium or Norovirus [33]. 

1.5 Semiconductor Photocatalysis 

Semiconductors have numerous important applications in daily life. 

They are promising materials for future applications in solar light 

investment aspects. For example light to electricity conversion and as 

photocatalyst in water, soil and air purification and disinfection from 

microorganisms, pesticides, herbicides, drugs and other chemical 

pollutants. 
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A semiconductor is a material that has an electrical conductivity 

between a conductor and an insulator. In semiconductors, the highest 

occupied energy band that is the valence band (VB) which is completely 

filled with electrons and the empty next band is conduction band (CB). The 

resistivities of the semiconductor can be altered by up to 10 orders of 

magnitude [34]. Their conductivities can be controlled by introduction of 

an electric or magnetic field, by exposure to light or heat or by doping. 

Photocatalysis has attracted attention since the discovery of the 

Fujishima and Honda in the early 1970's [35], (they discovered that 

photolysis of water could occur using photocatalysts). This discovery 

suggested a large number of potential applications, such as photovoltaic 

cells, degradation of pollutants and photolysis of water. Since then, 

photocatalysis has been a subject of serious research. 

Some attempts were made in the past to define the term 

“photocatalysis”. Indeed, one of the IUPAC Commissions defined 

photocatalysis as “a catalytic reaction involving light absorption by a 

catalyst or a substrate” [36]. 

The aim of semiconductor photocatalysis is to effectively detoxify 

noxious organic pollutants. UV or visible light is used to create electron-

hole pairs in the semiconductor, then the electrons react with oxygen in the 

sample to form O2
•- and holes react with surface hydroxyl groups to form 

OH. radicals. The radical species then attack the organic molecule which is 

eventually oxidized to CO2, H2O and other mineral acids [37]. 
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Heterogeneous photo-catalysis performed with irradiated 

semiconductor dispersions is one of the more interesting advanced 

oxidation process treatments and it is able, in most cases, to completely 

mineralize the organic harmful species [38]. Hence, one of the major 

advantages of photocatalytic processes over the existing technologies is 

that there is no further need for secondary treatments. The process can be 

summarized as follows: 

Organic pollutants + O2  

 

CO2 + H2O + mineral acid                          (1.1) 

There are many semiconductors known and used such as TiO2, ZnO, 

ZrO2, V2O5, WO3, Fe2O3, SnO2, CdSe, GaAs, GaP and metal sulphides 

(CdS and ZnS). TiO2  and ZnO are the most important and widely used 

photocatalysts as they have the advantages of being cheap (viz. 10 g 

Titanium dioxide only costs two cents), efficient, safe  and eco-friendly 

[39]. 

1.5.1 Energy Bands of Solids 

Semiconductors differ from metals in their electrical properties. In 

metals, there are always a large number of electrons associated with 

valence bands which have sufficient energy to become conduction 

electrons. Another way of saying this is that the valence band of electron 

energy levels overlaps with the conduction band. In semiconductors, there 

is a large energy gap between the top of the valence band and the bottom of 

the conduction band. This results in a relatively low electronic conductivity 

since the number of electrons which have enough thermal energy to bridge 
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the gap and provide current carriers is relatively low. There are two types 

of current carriers in semiconductors; conduction band electrons (electrons 

free to move through the crystal lattice) and valence band holes (electrons 

missing from covalent bonds). Each electron that bridges the energy gap 

produces one hole and one electron current carrier. The product of the 

concentrations of holes and electrons is a constant at a given temperature 

[40]. 

The relative concentrations of holes and electrons in semiconductors 

are controlled by doping with small amounts of impurities. If such dopants 

provide energy levels lying close to the valence band they may then accept 

electrons from the semiconductor and form p-type semiconducting 

material. On the other hand, if such dopants are close to the conduction 

band they will then donate electrons to the semiconductor and make it n-

type semiconductor. 

The terminology n- and p-type refers to the polarity of the major 

current carrier in the semiconductor, n is used for negative charges 

(electrons) and p is for positive charges (holes) [41]. Figure (1.2) shows the 

energy levels of an n-type semiconductor and a p-type semiconductor. 
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Figure (1.2): Schematic diagram of the energy levels of an (a) n-type 
semiconductor and (b) a p-type semiconductor [42]. 

1.5.2 Charge Carrier Generation 

Semiconductor electrodes absorb photons with suitable energy when 

it is exposed to light illumination source and produce excited electrons in 

the conduction and holes in the valence bands as shown in Figure (1.3) 

below. Photo-excited electrons and holes in semiconductors are relatively 

stable compared to photoelectrons in metals, so that the photo-effect on 

electrode reactions is more distinctly with semiconductor electrodes than 

with metal electrodes [43]. 

 

Figure (1.3): Schematic diagram of the energy levels of an intrinsic semiconductor 
[42]. 
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1.5.3 Fermi Level 

In metals, the Fermi Level (EF) is defined as the highest occupied 

molecular orbital in the valence band at 0oK, so that there are many states 

available to accept electrons, if the case were a metal. But that this is not 

the case in insulators and semiconductors since the valence and conduction 

bands are separated. In semiconductors, the Fermi level is located in the 

band gap. It can be seen in Figure (1.4) below. We can consider the 

probability of finding electrons at EF to be ½. 

 

Figure (1.4): Fermi level in a semiconductor [44]. 

The Fermi level changes its place depending on number of doping 

density, in either n- or p-types. In p-type semiconductors, the Fermi level 

lies closer to the valence band. If it is n-type then it will correspondingly be 

closer to the conduction band. 

1.5.4 Photo-Effect on a Semiconductor 

The irradiation of ZnO particle with photons of energy equal or 

greater than its band-gap (3.2 eV) results in the transition of electrons from 
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the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB). The result of this 

process is region of positive charge termed a hole (h+) in the VB, and a free 

electron (e-) in the CB [45].  

At the ZnO particle surface, the holes react with surface hydroxyl 

groups (OH-) and adsorbed H2O molecules to form OH• radicals. In the 

absence of electron acceptors the electron–hole recombination is possible. 

The presence of oxygen prevents this recombination by trapping electrons 

and forms superoxide ions. The final product of the reduction may also be 

OH• radical and the hydroperoxy radical HO2
. .The presence of other more 

powerful electron acceptors than O2, for example the hydrogen peroxide, 

increases the efficiency of the oxidative reaction. Hydroxyl radicals have 

the power to oxidize the organic compounds adsorbed onto the 

semiconductor surface and inactivate microorganisms [46]. These 

processes are summarized in Figure (1.5). 

 

Figure (1.5): How semiconductor photocatalyst functions [37]. 
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The basic reactions of above-mentioned process are as follows: 

ZnO + photon      h+ + e-                                                                                                              (1.2) 

H2O H+ + OH-                                                                                                                                        (1.3) 

h + + OH-  OH•                                                                                                                                     (1.4) 

h + + H2O  H + +  OH •                                                                                                                  (1.5) 

e- + O2    O2
•-                                                                                                                                          (1.6) 

2 O2
•- + H +  2OH •  + O2                                                                                                        (1.7) 

H2O2 + photon   OH •  + OH-                                                                                                  (1.8) 

Organic + OH•   + O2  CO2  +  H2O  +  other products [46].                (1.9) 

And the termination reactions are: 

OH • + H + + 2e-  H2O                                                                   (1.10)  

½ O2 + H + + 2e-  H2O                                                                        (1.11) 

1.5.5 Semiconductor Nanoparticles 

Recently nanomaterials have become a major area of research 

interest. They have the potential for wide-range industrial, biomedical, and 

electronic applications. Surface and interfaces are very important 

phenomena in nanomaterials. This is because relatively large fractions of 

atoms are considered to be surface atoms. In bulk materials, relatively 

small percentage of atoms will be at or near a surface or interface. As 

surface atoms (coordinatively unsaturated) are less stable and more active 

than bulk counterparts (coordinatively saturated), the idea of nanomaterials 

becomes relevant to our work. When the size of semiconductor materials 
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reduces to nanoscale, their physical and chemical properties change, 

resulting in unique properties due to their large surface area or quantum 

size effect [47]. 

1.6 Zinc Oxide Semiconductor 

Oxide semiconductors were known long before elemental 

semiconductors. However, the oxide materials are not nearly as well 

understood. Their semiconducting properties stem largely from structural 

defects in oxides that would be insulators if the crystals were defect-free. 

These oxides are of considerable practical significance. For example, many 

battery electrodes and corrosion films are composed of semiconducting 

oxides [48]. 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a white inorganic powder. It is nearly insoluble 

in water but soluble in acids or alkalies. It is widely used in industries 

including medical, electronic and chemical industries. It is used as additive 

material in plastics, ceramics, glass, cement, lubricants, paints, adhesives, 

sealants, pigments, foods (source of Zn nutrient), batteries, ferrites, fire 

retardants, first aid tapes and others. Zinc white used as a pigment in paints 

is less opaque than lithopone, and remains white when exposed to 

hydrogen sulfide or ultraviolet light. It is also used as filler for rubber 

goods and in coatings for paper. Chinese white is a special grade of zinc 

white used in artists' pigments. Because it absorbs ultraviolet light, zinc 

oxide can be used in ointments, creams, and lotions to protect against 

sunburn. Crystalline zinc oxide is light sensitive. 
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ZnO is considered as amphoteric oxide, its reaction depends on the 

pH of the media, as it reacts as base in acidic solutions and as acid in basic 

solutions. 

 

In acids: ZnO + 2H+  Zn2+ + H2O                                           (1.12) 

 

In bases: ZnO + H2O + 2OH-  [Zn(OH)4]
2-                                     (1.13) 

In materials science, ZnO is often called a II-VI semiconductor 

because zinc and oxygen belong to the 2nd and 6th groups of the periodic 

table, respectively. This semiconductor has several favorable features such 

as: good transparency, high electron mobility, wide band-gap, strong room-

temperature luminescence, etc. [49]. Those features are already used in 

emerging applications for transparent electrodes in liquid crystal displays 

and in energy-saving or heat-protecting windows. ZnO is one of the 

potential semiconductor materials in dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) due 

to its stability against photocorrosion and photochemical properties similar 

to TiO2 [50]. TiO2 and ZnO photocatalysts have been examined for 

inactivation of Escherichia coli and some other types of bacteria by 

photodegradation. But ZnO has attracted attention as an interesting 

alternative to TiO2 in dye sensitized solar cells. Both TiO2 and ZnO have 

similar band gaps (3.2 eV) and similar electron injection efficiencies from 

excited dyes [51]. Moreover ZnO has improved performance with cheap 

organic dyes because it is more sensitive to UV fraction of solar light than 

TiO2 [52]. 
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1.7 Zinc Oxide Sensitization 

ZnO has a wide band gap (3.2 eV), with limited photo-catalytic 

applications to shorter wavelengths (it demands UV light). But only about 

4% of the solar spectrum falls in the UV region, so ZnO semiconductor 

performance under solar light must be improved. Using small band gap 

semiconductors instead is not an alternative, because they are unstable [53]. 

In order to improve zinc oxide properties as semiconductor and 

photocatalyst under solar light; studies have been made to sensitize ZnO by 

adding another element or compound to. 

CdS sensitized ZnO was used in electrodes in photoelectrochemical 

cells [54] and in photocatalytic degradation of organic contaminants [52]. 

Silver-loaded zinc oxide (Ag/ZnO) photocatalyst was fabricated by 

chemical deposition [55]. Enhancement of cyanide photocatalytic 

degradation was done using sol–gel ZnO sensitized with cobalt 

phthalocyanine [56]. ZnO was sensitized by phthalocyanine and/or 

porphyrin molecules attached by electrochemical self- assembly [57]. ZnO 

was also sensitized with acriflavine in photoelectrochemical cells [58]. Ga-

doped ZnO transparent conducting films and well-aligned ZnO nanotips 

were sequentially grown on a glass substrate and used in DSSCs [59]. The 

sensitization of the conductivity and the discharge both of ZnO single 

crystals and zinc oxide-resin layers with rhodamin B, eosin, and methylene 

blue have been studied [60]. An attempt was made for the photocatalytic 

degradation of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) using ZnO as semi-conductor 
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catalyst in the form of PVC-ZnO composite film sensitized with Eosin Y 

dye [61]. 

But many sensitizers are environmentally hazardous, such as CdS 

which leaches Cd2+ ions [10]. So there are some suggestions to use natural 

dyes as sensitizers in solar cells due to their safe, cheap and eco-friendly 

nature. 

The dye has a small band gap and absorbs light wavelengths in the 

visible region. This leads to electron-hole generation in the dye molecule, 

by exciting the electrons from dye HOMO to LUMO. Charge transfer from 

dye LUMO to ZnO conduction band occurs, and then generation of 

hydroxyl radicals. Then oxidation of bacterial cells by ZnO occurs. The dye 

has a small band gap and can’t itself oxidize the bacterial cells. 

Figure (1.6) shows the sensitization of ZnO by the dye. 

 

Figure (1.6): Sensitizing of ZnO by the anthocyanin dye. 
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1.7.1 Anthocyanin Dye 

The low cost of materials and high demand for renewable energy 

sources have increased the use of dye sensitized solar cells. Numerous 

efforts have been done by several research groups all over the world to 

utilize natural dyes as sensitizers in dye-sensitized solar cells. A 

photoelectrochemical cell utilizing flavonoid anthocyanin dyes extracted 

from blackberries, along with colloidal TiO2 powder, was reported to 

convert sunlight to electrical power at an efficiency of 0.56% under full sun 

[62]. Hetero-structures formed by quantum-sized ZnO nanocrystals and 

photosynthetic pigments were prepared by adsorbing either chlorophyll a, 

carotenoids or their mixture onto a film of organic-capped ZnO 

nanoparticles and studied in photoelectrochemical processes. The 

photoconversion process was found to be greatly enhanced at the 

nanocrystalline electrodes upon sensitization with a dye mixture [63]. 

Natural carotenoids were also used as photosensitizers for dye-sensitized 

solar cells [64]. Tennakone et al used the flower pigment cyaniding as 

sensitizer with nanoporous TiO2, as a film deposited on conducting glass 

[65]. The cell generates high photocurrents of good stability. Chlorophyll 

derivatives and related natural porphyrins were used in photosensitization 

of titania solar cells [66]. Zinc oxide semiconductor was coated with 

extracts of natural pigments, chlorophyll or anthocyanin and used for the 

photobleaching of rose bengal dye [67]. Sensitized TiO2 was used in water 

purification in order to photodegrade organic pollutants such as Methyl 

Orange and Phenazpyridine [68]. 
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Anthocyanins are water-soluble vacuolar pigments. Their color (red, 

purple or blue) changes with pH. They belong to a parent class of 

molecules called flavonoids. Anthocyanins occur in all tissues of higher 

plants, including leaves, stems, roots, flowers, and fruits. Their functions in 

flowers, with bright red and purple colors, are adaptive for attracting 

pollinators. In fruits, the colorful skins also attract the attention of animals, 

which may eat the fruits and disperse the seeds. In photosynthetic tissues 

(such as leaves and sometimes stems), anthocyanins have been shown to 

act as a "sunscreen", protecting cells from high-light damage by absorbing 

blue-green and UV light, thereby protecting the tissues from 

photoinhibition, or high-light stress [69]. Figure (1.7) shows some possible 

structural formulas for different anthocyanins. 

 

Figure (1.7): Basic chemical structures of most abundant anthocyanins [70] 

Anthocyanins available in many fruits such as blueberry, cranberry, 

black raspberry, red raspberry and blackberry, blackcurrant, cherry, 

eggplant peel, black rice, concord grape and muscadine grape and red 

cabbage. In most flowers anthocyanins give attractive colors. Fore example 

the dark red color of  Hibiscus tea (karkade), which is used in this work, is 

due to anthocyanins. 
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Anthocyanin dye has been used as sensitizer for photocatalysts due 

to different reasons: it is a natural dye that is environment-friendly. So 

there is no fear of additional contamination or poisoning when using it with 

ZnO. Anthocyanin has small band gap (~2.3 ev) and absorbs in the visible 

region. Thus it sensitizes ZnO catalyst to the visible light. It is a low cost 

dye, available, easy to extract and applicable without additional 

purifications. Moreover it has several carbonyls and hydroxyl groups that 

make it easy to anchor to the semiconductor surface [68]. All these reasons 

make anthocyanin vital alternative for synthetic dyes and most of other 

natural dyes. 

1.8 What is new in this work 

Naked ZnO has been used by researchers as antibacterial agent 

depending on its ability to accumulate in the cell membrane and cause its 

disruption. Also it was studied by others as photo-catalyst under UV 

radiations and solar light [18, 20-21]. Sensitized ZnO was applied in photo-

electrochemical processes and degradation of organic pollutants. 

To our knowledge this is the first work that investigates anthocyanin 

sensitized ZnO catalyst in water disinfection from bacteria. 

1.9 Objectives 

The main  objective of this work is to disinfect water from bacteria 

by photo-degradation using solar light and a safe and low cost 

semiconducting material (ZnO) in its powder and nanoparticles forms, 
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combined with safe, low cost and available sensitizer (a natural dye called 

anthocyanin). Evaluation of the process in terms of efficiency, cost, 

environmental  and economic points of view will also be investigated. 

Reuse of  the sensitized catalysts will also be investigated.  Other technical 

objectives include: 

1) Preparation of new dye–sensitized semiconducting nano-sized powder 

(ZnO/anthocyanine) which use solar light for microorganism 

photodegradation and water disinfection. 

2) Characterization of the ZnO/anthocyanin system using XRD, SEM, 

UV/Visible spectra, and other techniques. 

3) Using the dye-sensitized semiconductor and naked ZnO in photo-

degradation of microorganisms (E Coli bacteria as a model organism) in 

water with UV, Visible, and direct solar light. 

4) Studying effects of pH, contaminant concentration, catalyst 

concentration, temperature, time and presence of organic and inorganic 

species on photocatalyst activity and photo-degradation process 

efficiency. 

5) Studying the possibility of multiple use of the catalyst (recovering and 

reusing the photocatalyst for multiple times in photo-degradation 

process). 
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Chapter 2 

Materials and Methods  
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Chapter 2 

Materials and Methods 
2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Zinc Oxide 

Commercial ZnO powder (catalog no. 205532 with particle size of 

5 m) was purchased from Sigma Co. and used as the photo-catalyst for 

water disinfection. ZnCl2 that was purchased from Sigma Co. and NaOH 

from Frutarom Co. were used for ZnO nanoparticle synthesis that was used 

as naked ZnO and as dye sensitized ZnO photocatalysts. 

2.1.2 Anthocyanin Dye 

Anthocyanin dye was extracted from Karkade plants flowers 

(Hibiscus tea) in ethanol and supported onto ZnO particles to form the dye-

sensitized photo-catalyst. Karkade was purchased from local markets. 

2.1.3 Other Chemicals 

Barium Chloride, nitric acid, sulphuric acid, ethanol, sodium 

hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were all purchased from either Aldrich-

Sigma Co. or Frutarom Co. as analytical grade, and were used as received 

without further purifications. 

2.1.4 Bacteria 

Escherichia coli bacteria were used as model organisms for the 

inactivation studies. This bacterial species is one of the most common 
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inhabitants of the human intestinal tract and is probably the most familiar 

organism in microbiology. It is facultative anaerobic, Gram-negative, 

straight, rod-shaped bacteria, and is commonly found in the human 

intestinal tract and feces. Its presence in water or food is an indication of 

fecal contamination [32]. 

E coli was chosen as the test species because it is easily grown [71]. 

Its disinfection mechanisms are well reported. This enables validation of 

the experimental approaches (including culturing the bacteria and knowing 

its growing characteristics) and comparison of results in this study with 

published articles. 

This bacterium was isolated from clinical specimens (from patient 

with urinary tract infection), the isolated bacteria were obtained from 

medical laboratory sciences department in An_Najah National University. 

The isolates were identified according to standard diagnostic methods. 

2.2 Photo-catalytic System and Irradiation Sources 

2.2.1 Photocatalytic System 

The photo-degradation reaction was carried out in a 100 ml beaker 

containing the water sample contaminated with bacteria and the catalyst. 

The beaker was placed in a thermostated water-bath to prevent sample 

temperature changes. Temperature was measured through reaction time and 

adjusted by manipulating the water bath when needed. The reactor walls 

were covered with aluminum foil to prevent light scattering from the water 
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sample inside the reactor. The reactor was stirred magnetically and 

throughout reaction time to make good distribution of the catalyst through 

the sample. Light source was adjusted above the reactor, ~ 2 cm in case of 

visible light lamps and ~25 cm in case of UV light lamp. The default 

temperature was 25 C temperature and the default pH was 7.5.

 

2.2.2 Irradiation Sources 

In the photocatalytic experiments, a 50 W, 230V halogen spot lamp 

solar simulator (LUXTEN) was used as the visible light irradiation source. 

The fluorescent luminance (70000 Lux, 0.010248902 W/cm2) was 

monitored using a luxmeter through the experiments. 

The light source was assembled above the sample, and the light 

intensity was controlled using a lux-meter, the reaction mixture was 

thermostated at the desired temperature. The lamps have a high stability 

and an intense coverage of wide spectral range, from about 450 to 800 nm 

and a UV tail. The measured solar light intensity in June month at noon 

time in Nablus city was 90000 lux (0.01317716 W/cm2 ) which is nearly as 

the intensity that used from the solar simulator lamp. 

Illumination in the UV range was carried out using an 300 W/ 230V 

mercury tungsten (Osram Ultra-Vitalux) lamp housed in a protection box 

with luminance (4400 lux, 0.000644217 W/cm2). Table (2.1) summarizes 

the features of the used UV lamp. Its spectrum, are shown in Figure (2.1) in 

comparison with solar light and halogen spot lamp spectra. 
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Table (2.1): UV  lamp specifications [72]. 

Model Lifespan

 
(hours) 

Rated 
Wattage (W)

 
Lamp 

Voltage (V)

 
Light 

Technical Data 

003313

 
1000 300 230 

UVA radiated power 
315…400 nm, 13.6 W 
UVB radiated power 
280…315 nm,  3.0 W 

  

Figure (2.1): Spectrograms for the sun, mercury vapor and halogen lamps [73] 

2.3 Measuring Devices 

2.3.1 UV-Visible Spectrophotometry 

A LaboMed,Inc. spectrophotometer was used to quantitatively 

determine bacterial concentration using turbidometric methods, and adjust 

suspensions to 0.5 McFarland standard turbidity. 
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2.3.2 Lux Meter 

A lux meter (Lx-102 light meter) was used to adjust light intensity 

that reaches the water sample in the photo-catalytic disinfection 

experiments. The recorded value using the halogen lamp was 70000 lux 

(0.010248902W/cm2 ) compared to the solar light intensity was 90000 lux 

(0.01317716 W/cm2). 

2.3.3 pH Meter 

Controlling reaction pH was necessary for two reasons. Firstly, 

bacteria growth is affected by pH value. Secondly, effect of pH on catalyst 

efficiency was studied. A pH meter was used to adjust the reaction mixture 

pH as desired. 

2.3.4 Thermometer 

A mercury thermometer was used to measure temperature. 

2.4 Solution Preparations 

2.4.1 Chemical Solutions Preparation 

A 0.50 M McFarland standard was prepared from original 1.18% 

w/v  BaCl2.2H2O and 1.00% v/v H2SO4 solutions. 9.95 ml of  H2SO4 

solution were pipeted using 1.00-5.00 ml and 100.00-1000.00 l 

micropipettes and 0.05 ml of BaCl2.2H2O solution using 1.00-50.00 l 

micropipette, they were mixed together. The solution absorbance was 

measured spectrophotometrically at 625 nm, showing its typical 
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absorptivity in the range 0.08-0.10. This standard is commonly used as a 

reference to adjust the turbidity of bacterial suspensions so that the number 

of bacteria will be within a given range [74]. At this standard concentration 

the bacteria concentration is known to be about 1.50X108 cfu/ml. The 

bacterial solution absorbance is then measured and diluted to achieve the 

same absorbance as the McFarland standard. 

NaOH and HNO3 solutions were prepared and used to adjust the pH 

as desired. NaOH (0.025 M) was prepared by dissolving 1.000 g solid 

NaOH in 100.00 ml distilled water in a 100.00 ml volumetric flask and 

HNO3 (0.08 M) was prepared by diluting 0.50 ml of concentrated HNO3 in 

100.00 ml distilled water in a 100.00 ml volumetric flask . 

2.4.2 Bacterial Cultures Preparation 

Nutrient agar was used as growth medium for measuring the 

remaining concentration of bacteria after the photo-degradation process by 

plate counting method. The nutrient agar media was prepared by dissolving 

28.00 g in 1.00 L distilled water and poured in Petri dishes after being 

autoclaved. The inoculum of microorganisms was prepared using 4 h 

cultured nutrient broth at 37oC. The broth was prepared by dissolving 13.00 

g in 1.00 L distilled water. Saline solution (0.9%) was prepared by 

dissolving 9.00 g NaCl in 1.00 L distilled water. The solutions were then 

used to prepare suitable dilutions for the remaining bacteria in the 

contaminated water samples after reaction stoppage. After dilution, the 
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remaining bacteria were cultured on nutrient agar to achieve accountable 

number of colonies on the plates. 

Prior to use in bacterial contamination and disinfection experiments, 

each water sample, was prepared by pouring 50.0 ml of distilled water in a 

100 ml beaker. Each beaker was then charged with a magnetic stirrer and 

tightly stoppered with aluminum foil to prevent external contamination. 

All solutions were autoclaved at 121oC under 1.5 atm, and all work 

with microorganisms was done under sterile conditions. 

2.5 Catalyst Preparation 

2.5.1 Anthocyanin Dye Extraction 

20.000 g of dry karkade plants flowers were cut into small pieces 

and finely crushed in a mixer, soaked in 50.00 ml ethanol with continuous 

magnetic stirring for 30 min, and the extracted dye was then filtered. Few 

drops of concentrated HCl were added to the filtrate, so that the solution 

became deep red in colour with pH < 1, and more stable [75]. The extracted 

dye was stored in a dark-color glass flask for further use. 

2.5.2 Zinc Oxide Powder/Anthocyanin Dye Catalyst Preparation 

10.000 g of commercially ZnO powder were mixed with the 

extracted amount of anthocyanin dye and stirred magnetically for 30 min. 

in a 100 ml beaker at room temperature. The mixture was then covered and 
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left in the dark overnight to precipitate the resulting solid. The solid was 

then filtered and dried in air away from light for further application. 

2.5.3 Nanoparticle Zinc Oxide /Anthocyanin Dye Catalyst Preparation 

ZnO nanoparticles were first prepared by precipitation at room 

temperature as follows: 0.45 M aqueous solution of zinc chloride (ZnCl2) 

was prepared by dissolving 15.231g in 200.00 ml distilled water.  The 

solution was then diluted to 250.00 ml in a 250.00 ml volumetric flask. 

Aqueous 0.90 M solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was prepared by 

dissolving 9.000 g NaOH in 200.00 ml distilled water, and the solution was 

then diluted to 250.00 ml in a volumetric flask. The NaOH solution was 

then poured into a 500 ml beaker and heated at to ~55 C. The ZnCl2 

solution was added slowly drop-wise (in about 40 minutes) to the heated 

NaOH solution under high speed stirring (magnetically). The beaker was 

then sealed at this condition for 2 hours. The white fine ZnO nano-particles 

precipitate was cleaned with deionized water and ethanol successively, then 

dried in air atmosphere at about 60 C [76]. The nano-particle ZnO was then 

treated with anthocyanin as described for commercial ZnO above. 

2.6 Catalyst Characterization 

UV-Visible absorption spectrophotometry, photoluminescence 

spectrometry, XRD and SEM techniques were all used for the 

characterization. 
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2.6.1 UV_Visible Characterization 

Solid state UV-Visible electron absorption spectra were measured 

for the extracted anthocyanin, ZnO and ZnO/anthocyanin systems. A 

shimadzu UV-1601 spectrophotometer, equipped with a thermal printer 

Model DPU-411-040, type 20BE, was used. The spectra were scanned on 

small amount of fine solid catalyst suspension. The suspension spectra 

were measured in a quartz cell. 

2.6.2 Photoluminescence Spectra (PL) 

The prepared ZnO systems were characterized using fluorescence 

spectra. A Perkin-Elmer LS50 Luminescence Spectrophotometer was used 

to measure the emission fluorescence spectra. Small amounts of 

suspensions of the solid materials were placed in a quartz cell, and the 

samples were excited by a suitable wavelength (325 nm). Emission spectra 

were used to calculate semiconductor catalyst band gaps which were 

compared with literatures values. The spectra were studied for naked ZnO 

systems, the prepared nanoparticles and the commercial ones. The spectra 

were also measured for different ZnO/anthocyanin systems. 

2.6.3 SEM Characterization 

Field emission scanning electron microscopy was measured on a Jeol 

microscope, Model JSM-6700F, using the energy dispersive spectroscopic 

FE-SEM/EDS technique. SEM shows the surface morphology and an 

estimated size of the prepared ZnO particles. 
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2.6.4 XRD Characterization 

ZnO X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured at ICMCB 

laboratories at the University of Bordeaux using a Philips XRD XPERT 

PRO diffractometer with Cu K radiation ( = 1.5418  ) as a source. 

Particle size was calculated from XRD diffraction pattern measured for 

ZnO particles using Scherrer equation [77]: 

d = K /(B cos ) 

where K is the shape factor that has a typical value of about 0.9,  is 

the x-ray wavelength, B is the line broadening at half the maximum 

intensity (FWHM) in radians, and  is the Bragg angle; d is the mean size 

(averaged dimension of crystallites in nm) of the ordered (crystalline) 

domains [78], which may vary for different particles. 

2.7 Control Photo-Degradation Experiments 

ZnO/anthocyanin dye and naked ZnO in both micro and nano scales 

were used as photo-catalysts for bacteria inactivation experiments. The 

catalyst (0.100) g was added to 50.00 ml distilled water pre-contaminated 

with E coli bacteria (~5X105 cfu/ml) in magnetically stirred 100 ml glass 

beaker. The beaker walls were covered with aluminum foil and exposed 

from above to the light source for 90 minutes at room temperature. 

Anthocyanin dye was used in dark to know if it affects E coli 

bacteria growth. A sample was also exposed to light without addition of 

catalyst or dye to examine light effect on bacteria. 
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Measuring the remaining concentration of bacteria 

After 90 minutes (end of the selected time) 1.00 ml of the treated 

sample was withdrawn using a micropipette and diluted in a series of saline 

solution tubes with different dilutions, 10-1, 10 -2  and 10 -3  dilutions.  

Aliquot of 100.00 l was pipeted from each tube, cultured onto nutrient 

agar media plates and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. After that the 

remaining concentration of bacteria was calculated using plate count 

method, normalized to per ml water, reported, and compared with the 

initial concentration in the control sample that was prepared using the same 

concentration of bacteria in the same volume of water but without adding 

anything to or exposing to any type of light. When counts are > 300 or < 30 

CFUs/plate due to inappropriate dilution, data are not reliable according to 

microbiology practices [79] and hence such data were ignored. The 

degradation perecent was calculated as follows: (bacteria initial 

concentration – bacteria final concentration) \ bacteria initial concentration. 

Where the initial concentration is known from the control samples, and the 

final concentration by the plate count of the bacterial remaining 

concentration. 

2.7.1 Dye as Catalyst 

To investigate if the used dye itself has antibacterial activity toward 

the examined bacteria, a control experiment was conducted. Few drops of 

anthocyanin dye that was extracted in distilled water were added to a 50 ml 

contaminated water sample in a 100 ml beaker, under continued magnetic 
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stirring. The beaker walls were covered with aluminum foil to prevent the 

reaction media from light. Then the sample was treated as described above. 

2.7.2 Naked ZnO as Catalyst 

Zinc oxide powder was used as catalyst for bacteria 

photodegradation in some experiments, ZnO is a well known 

semiconductor that has been used in solar cells. Here it was used without 

sensitizing under solar simulator light to study the role of the used dye in 

sensitization. An experiment was conducted to study ZnO photocatalytic 

activity in absence of UV light and compare it with the sensitized one using 

cut-off filter that cuts off wavelength 400 nm and shorter. An experiment 

was conducted under UV irradiation and 1.00 ml was withdrawn at 30 and 

90 minutes and treated for bacteria culturing. 

ZnO in nano size was used also in presence and absence of solar 

simulator light to study its activity as photo-catalyst and antibacterial 

properties without light effect. 

2.7.3 ZnO/Anthocyanin Catalyst 

The prepared ZnO/anthocyanin catalysts were applied to 

contaminated water samples with bacteria to investigate their efficiency 

under solar simulator, using the cut-off filter, this was intended to confirm 

sensitization by the dye, and UV light. The contaminated samples were 

treated as described above and the results were reported. 
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Effect of different parameters on the photo-catalyst efficiency and 

photo-degradation process was studied, and are shown herein. 

2.7.3.1 Time Effect 

Aliquots were pipeted out of the reactor at different reaction times 

(0, 30, 60 and 90 minutes) and the concentration of the contaminants was 

measured. 

2.7.3.2 Temperature Effect 

Different experiments were conducted at different temperatures 

using 20, 27 or 37 °C.  The remaining bacteria concentrations were 

compared with control samples at the same corresponding temperature. 

2.7.3.3 pH Effect 

Photo-degradation experiments were conducted on pre-contaminated 

water samples under different pH values.  Acidic (pH 5), almost neutral 

(pH 7.5) and basic media (pH 8.7) were all used. Control experiments were 

also conducted at these pH values to see if pH itself affects bacterial growth 

in the contaminated samples. One drop of 0.08 M HNO3 solution was added 

to the first sample to make it acidic, the pH of the second sample was 

measured without any addition, and the third sample was made basic by 

adding a drop of 0.025 M NaOH solution. The pH values of the three 

samples were checked several times during reaction interval. 
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2.7.3.4 Catalyst Concentration Effect 

The added amount of the catalyst to the contaminated water sample 

under solar simulator was varied. Catalyst weights of 0.000, 0.050, 0.100, 

0.200 and 0.400 g were added to 5 water samples with same volumes of 

same bacterial concentrations under similar conditions. 

2.7.3.5 Bacteria Concentration Effect 

Different concentrations of bacteria were used to study the effect of 

contaminant concentration. The concentration that was used in most 

experiments was 5.00X105 cfu/ml, this concentration was chosen because 

it’s generally used for measuring the ability of antimicrobial agents to kill 

bacteria [80]. The concentrations that were used to study the effect of 

changing initial bacteria concentration are: 2.67X105, 3.70X105, 4.93X105, 

7.37X105, 10.40X105, 13.25X105 and 13.9X105 cfu/ml.  Control samples 

were made for each used concentration to calculate the degradation percent. 

2.7.3.6 Nutrient broth and saline media Effect 

The catalyst activity against bacteria was studied in different media. 

Nutrient broth solution was studied as an example of organic medium and 

normal saline solution as inorganic medium. The results were compared 

with that of distilled water media. 

2.7.4 Control Experiments 

Control experiments were conducted under solar simulator light 

without adding catalyst to study effect of light on the presented bacterial 
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concentration. Other experiments were conducted in presence of catalyst in 

the dark. In each conducted experiment, a control experiment was made 

without catalyst or without light to know the exact initial concentration of 

the added bacteria. 

2.8 Catalyst Recycling 

After the end of the photo-degradation reaction, and after measuring 

the remaining concentration of bacteria, the treated solutions were 

autoclaved and filtered then the catalyst was collected and reused for 

another time as a fresh catalyst, following the same procedure. Second and 

third reuse experiments were also similarly conducted. In another 

experiment the filtered catalyst was re-dyed and used as a fresh one in 

attempt to restore its efficiency as photo-catalyst under solar simulator. 

2.9 Disinfection By-Products Identification 

A Perkin Elmer Clarus 500 GC/MS (2010) was used to study water 

disinfection by-products using SPME-GC/MS technique. It was supported 

with auto injector and capillary column with 30 m length and 0.25 mm I.D. 

(available from Perkin Elmer). Analysis conditions were as follows: initial 

temperature 50  C for the first 10 minutes, then (with rate of 2  C/min.) was 

raised to 100  C, at which it was kept for other 20 minutes. The examined 

sample was a 50.00 ml contaminated water with ~5X105 cfu/ml E coli 

bacteria treated with ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst under solar simulator. And 

another sample treated with ZnO nanoprticles in absence of light. 
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Chapter 3 

Results  
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Chapter 3 

Results 

3.1 Introduction 

In this work, ZnO semiconductor in micro and nano size combined 

with safe low cost sensitizer, the natural dye anthocyanin, was used to 

disinfect water from bacteria by photo-degradation with solar simulator 

radiation. The anthocyanin dye was extracted from Karkade plant flowers 

as described earlier. UV irradiation was used in some experiments for 

comparison purposes. Effect of different parameters on reaction progress 

was studied. Evaluation of the process in terms of efficiency, cost, 

environmental and economic points of view were investigated. Reuse of the 

sensitized catalysts was also investigated. 

3.2 Sensitized Commercial (micro-size) ZnO Catalyst 

3.2.1 Catalyst Characterization 

UV-Visible absorption spectrophotometry and photoluminescence 

spectrometry techniques were used for catalyst characterization. 

3.2.1.1 UV-Visible Spectra 

The extracted anthocyanin dye and ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst were 

characterized by UV-Visible spectrophotometry. 

Anthocyanin Dye 

Anthocyanin dye spectrum was measured and compared with 

literature. Anthocyanin molecules absorb strongly from around 530 - 560 
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nm. This corresponds to green (520-570 nm)

 
[81]. The dye extracted from 

Karkade (Hibiscus Tea) here showed a characteristic absorption band at 

max = 540 nm with absorptivity about 1.4 as shown in Figure (3.1).  The 

results are consistent with literature spectrum of anthocyanin (Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure (3.1): Electronic absorption spectra in the UV-Visible region for the 
prepared anthocyanin dye in ethanol. 

 

Figure (3.2): Literature electronic absorption spectra for anthocyanin dye 
extracted from Hibiscus Tea, (peaks at 283 nm and 542 nm with absorbancies at 
0.59 and 0.165) [81]. 
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ZnO/anthocyanin Catalyst 

Electronic absorption spectrum was measured for ZnO/anthocyanin 

catalyst suspension. Figure (3.3) shows absorption bands at max = 600 nm 

and at ~ 280 nm for anthocyanin dye and at max = 390 nm for ZnO. The 

spectra indicate the fixation of anthocyanin dye molecules on ZnO particles 

and forming the supported catalyst. 

 

Figure (3.3): Electronic absorption spectra in the UV-Visible region for 
ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst suspension. 

3.2.1.2 Photoluminescence Spectra (PL) 

Photoluminescence emission spectrum was studied for the prepared 

ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst. Emission spectrum was used to calculate ZnO 

catalyst band gap which was compared with literature value. Figure (3.4) 

shows photoluminescence emission spectrum for the naked and sensitized 

ZnO. 
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Figure (3.4): Photoluminescence Spectra measured for the prepared 
ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst (a) and naked ZnO (b). 

The excitation wavelength was 325 nm.  An intense emission peak 

was found, for ZnO, at ~ 390 nm (3.18) eV as calculated from the relation 

Eg (eV) = 1240/ max (nm), consistent with reported values [82-83]. And at 

max = ~ 500 nm for anthocyanin dye. 

3.2.2 Solar Simulator Irradiation Experiments 

ZnO and ZnO/anthocyanin catalysts systems were used in bacteria 

photo-degradation under solar simulator radiations. Efficiencies of both 

catalysts were measured and compared together depending on degradation 

percent, turnover frequency and quantum yield (the number of molecules, 

or bacterial colonies here, being decomposed per photon absorbed). In 

order to study and evaluate the feasibility of the dye as sensitizer. 
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3.2.2.1 Control Experiments 

Control experiments were conducted in the absence of catalyst, 

absence of light, or absence of both. Bacteria were affected with photolysis, 

in the absence of any catalyst, showing 30% loss in concentration, (Figure 

3.5 A). In dark control experiment, which was conducted using sensitized 

or naked ZnO in absence of light, there was some decline in bacteria 

concentration (~27%), (Figure 3.5 B). Anthocyanin dye alone was also 

used; the dye itself didn’t show effect on E coli bacteria. This coincides 

with previous report [84]. The same result was achieved when comparing 

sensitized and naked ZnO under dark conditions, with no noticed difference 

in their bactericidal activity. This emphasizes the role of the dye as 

sensitizer under solar light, as shown later. 

3.2.2.2 Photo-Catalytic Experiments 

Up to 90% degradation percent was achieved by the ZnO/ 

anthocyanin catalyst system under solar simulator light. Generally the 

achieved degradation percent was in the range 85-95%. Experiments were 

repeated 3-4 times to make our data documented, the consistent results 

were reported and the odd ones were ignored. Sensitized ZnO was used 

under solar simulator and compared with naked ZnO. ZnO/anthocyanin 

system showed better catalytic efficiency under solar simulator light 

(~10%) than the naked ZnO. Figure (3.6) shows improvement in ZnO 

efficiency by using anthocyanin dye as sensitizer. This can be noticed by 

comparing percent of the photo-degraded bacteria in case of naked and 
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sensitized ZnO catalyst. Also values of turnover frequency and quantum 

yield shows that.     

Figure (3.5): Bacteria degradation percent under control conditions compared to 
that when ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst was used under solar simulator (0.0102 
W/cm2). (50.00 ml neutral suspension, 3.0X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 0.100 g 
catalyst, at room temperature for 90 min. a) light irradiation effect and b) catalyst 
effect in absence of light. 
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Figure (3.6): Comparison between sensitized and naked ZnO catalytic efficiencies 
in bacteria degradation under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2), (50.00 ml neutral 
suspension, 3.0X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 0.100 g catalyst, at room 
temperature for 90 min. 
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Photo-catalytic and control experiment results are summarized in 

Figure (3.7), and are shown in Table (3.1). 

Table (3.1): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in the photo-catalytic and control experiment.  

Bacteria 
degradation%

 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1)

 

Quantum 
yield 

ZnO/dye in light 95% 1.918 X10-16 58.07X10-16 

ZnO/dye in dark 27% 0.743X10-16 14.318X10-16 

ZnO in light 84% 1.703X10-16 51.545X10-16 

Light 30%  20.457X10-16 

Anthocyanin dye 
in dark 

2%   
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Figure (3.7): Effect of ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst on bacteria photo-degradation 
compared to naked ZnO and control conditions, (50.00 ml neutral suspension, 
3.00X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 0.100 g catalyst, under solar simulator 
radiation (0.0102 W/cm2 ) at room temperature for 90 min. 

A cut-off filter (eliminating 400 nm and shorter wavelengths) was 

placed between the solar simulator and the reactor in case of both naked 

and sensitized ZnO catalysts. This was to study the role of dye in 

sensitizing ZnO to the visible light. Naked ZnO showed a significant 

decrease in catalytic activity (about 40%) with cutting off UV light (Figure 
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3.8). But in case of ZnO/anthocyanin system the catalyst was almost not 

affected by cutting off UV light. The catalyst worked under visible light 

radiation with high percent of bacteria degradation, as can be indicated 

from Figure (3.8). 
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Figure (3.8): ZnO/anthocyanin and ZnO catalysts under solar simulator radiation 
(0.0102 W/cm2) in the presence and absence of UV light (using cut-off filter), (50.00 
ml neutral suspension, 3.00X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 0.100 g catalyst, at 
room temperature for 90 min. 

Table (3.2) shows values of turnover frequency and quantum yield 

for the previous reactions. 

Table (3.2): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in cutting off UV irradiations experiment.  

Bacteria 
degradation%

 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1)

 

Quantum 
yield 

ZnO/anthocyanin 
without using filter 

95% 1.918X10-16 58.07X10-16 

ZnO/anthocyanin 
with filter using 

93% 1.885X10-16 57.075X10-16 

ZnO without using 
filter 

84% 1.703X10-16 51.545X10-16 

ZnO with filter 
using 

40% 0.831X10-16 25.162X10-16 
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3.2.2.3 Factors Affecting Catalyst Efficiency 

Effect of different parameters on the photo-catalyst efficiency and 

photo-degradation process was studied. In general all these experiments 

were conducted under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2) using 50.00 ml 

neutral suspension, ~5X105 cfu/ml bacteria with 0.100 g ZnO/anthocyanin 

catalyst, at room temperature for 90 min. However, a number of parameters 

were changed to study their effect, such as: 

Photo-Degradation Reaction Profile 

Bacteria photo-degradation with time was studied in some 

experiments, as shown in Figure (3.9) and Table (3.3). The results show 

that as time proceeded, bacteria concentration decreased. Values of turn 

over frequency and quantum yield were higher at the beginning of the 

reaction. This is not unexpected results. The Figure shows that more than 

90% bacteria loss occurred within 90 min. 
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Figure (3.9): Time effect on bacteria inactivation reaction using ZnO/anthocyanin 
catalyst (0.100 g) for 90 minutes under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2) at room 
temperature. (50.00 ml neutral suspension, 3.00X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria). 
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Table (3.3): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in time effect experiment. 

Time (min) Bacteria 
degradation%

 
Turnover 

frequency (min-1) Quantum yield 

0 0 0 0 
30 60% 3.189X10-16 128.571X10-16 

60 77% 2.046X10-16 77X10-16 

90 90% 1.595X10-16 61.363X10-16 

Effect of Temperature on Catalyst Efficiency: 

Photo-degradation of bacteria, using ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst, 

under solar simulator, was studied at different temperatures, within only a 

narrow range of temperatures (20-37oC). This range is known to be suitable 

for bacteria living and growth, and thus it was chosen here. Catalytic 

reaction was almost insensitive to temperature within the used range. 

Values of turn over frequency and quantum yield showed small increase 

with temperature gain within the studied range. The remained 

concentration of bacteria inside reaction media at each temperature was 

compared to that of a thermo-stated control sample (no catalyst or light) at 

the corresponding temperature. Figure (3.10) shows a correlation between 

bacteria degradation percent and used temperature under photo-degradation 

experiments. Also Table (3.4) shows the degradation percents and the 

turnover frequency and quantum yield values. 
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Figure (3.10): Temperature effect on bacteria photo-degradation reaction using 
ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst (0.100 g) in neutral 50.00 ml suspension, 4.70X105 cfu/ml 
E coli bacteria), for 90 minutes under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2). 

Table (3.4): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in temperature effect experiment. 

Temperature

 

(°C) 
Bacteria 

degradation% 
Turnover 

frequency (min-1) 
Quantum 

yield 
20 94% 2.741X10-16 100.741X10-16

 

27 96% 3.413X10-16 102.558X10-16

 

37 98% 4.083X10-16 104.694X10-16

 

Effect of pH on Catalyst Efficiency: 

Effect of pH on catalyst efficiency in bacteria photo-degradation was 

investigated, using ZnO/anthocyanin, under solar simulator at room 

temperature. The photo-degradation reaction was studied using three 

different pH values, almost neutral (7.5), acidic (5.0) and basic (8.7) media.  

These pH values are suitable for bacteria life and don’t affect their growth. 

This was also confirmed from control experiments using no catalyst or 

light, at these three different pH values. The pH values for the three 

samples were measured at reaction start and after 30 minutes. Despite the 
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used pH nominal value, the reaction mixture became nearly neutral after 30 

min, with pH values in the range 7.3-7.6. Moreover, the reaction was not 

much affected with changing nominal pH value. The degradation results 

were almost the same in the three media, with only a slight preference for 

basic medium, and the least preferred is the acidic media. Results for pH 

effect are presented in Figure (3.11) and Table (3.5). 
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Figure (3.11): Medium pH effect on bacteria inactivation reaction using 
ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst (0.100 g) in 50.00 ml suspension with 5.00X105 cfu/ml E 
coli bacteria under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2) at room temperature for 90 
minutes. 

Table (3.5): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in pH effect experiment. 

pH value Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1) 

Quantum 
yield 

5.0 80% 3.005X10-16 90.988X10-16 

7.5 83% 3.134X10-16 94.895X10-16 

8.7 84% 3.168X10-16 95.921 

Effect of Catalyst Concentration on its Efficiency: 

Increasing the added weight of ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst, to reaction 

suspension under solar simulator radiation, increased bacteria degradation 
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percentage. This trend continued to occur until a maximum efficiency was 

observed at a given catalyst weight. Then increasing the added weight of 

catalyst didn’t show any improvement in the photo-degradation reaction. In 

fact, there was some decline in catalyst activity when its concentration was 

higher (depending on turnover frequency and quantum yield values). The 

optimum amount of catalyst was found to be 0.100-0.200 g for the treated 

volume of water in this work. Figure (3.12) shows this relation. 
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Figure (3.12): Effect of ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst concentration on bacteria 
inactivation reaction under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2), neutral 50.00 ml 
suspension, 4.00X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria, for 90 minutes at room temperature. 

Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum yield values 

are presented in Table (3.6). 
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Table (3.6): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in catalyst concentration effect experiment. 

Catalyst 
weight (g) 

Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1) 

Quantum 
yield 

0.050 50% 1.415X10-16 42.846X10-16 

0.100 82% 2.303X10-16 69.713X10-16 

0.200 67% 1.899X10-16 57.507X10-16 

0.400 55% 1.554X10-16 47.051X10-16 

Effect of Bacteria Concentration on Catalyst Efficiency: 

Effect of bacteria concentration on degradation under solar simulator 

radiation, using ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst, was studied. Initial 

concentration of bacteria affected photo-degradation percentage and 

catalyst efficiency. At initial bacteria concentrations, increasing the 

concentration increased the degradation percent, but there was decline in 

degradation percent at higher concentrations. However, increasing the 

initial bacterial concentration increased values of turn over frequency and 

quantum yield, over the used range (~2-14X105 cfu/ml). Figure (3.13) 

shows the relation between the initial concentration and the degraded 

percent of bacteria. From this Figure it is obvious that the catalyst 

degradation percent is highest in the range 5.0-10.0 X105 cfu/ml. Turnover 

frequency and quantum yield values are presented in Table (3.7). 
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Table (3.7): Turnover frequency and quantum yield values for the 
ZnO/anthocyanin catalysts in effect of contaminant concentration 
study: 

Bacteria 
concentration 

(cfu/ml) 

Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency  

(min-1) 

Quantum 
 yield 

2.67X105 72% 1.445X10-16 43.755X10-16 

3.7X105 73% 2.02X10-16 61.144X10-16 

4.93X105 82% 3.048X10-16 92.283X10-16 

7.37X105 87% 4.794X10-16 145.072X10-16 

10.4X105 85% 6.644X10-16 200.933X10-16 

13.25X105 82% 8.168X10-16 246.961X10-16 

13.9X105 80% 8.316X10-16 252.727 X10-16 
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Figure (3.13): Bacteria concentration effect on the photo-degradation reaction 
using ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst (0.100 g) for 90 minutes under solar simulator 
(0.0102 W/cm2) at room temperature, in neutral 50.00 ml suspension. Bacteria 
concentrations were: 2.67X105, 3.70X105, 4.93X105, 7.37X105, 10.40X105, 
13.25X105 and 13.90X105 cfu/ml. 

Nutrient Broth and Saline Media Effect 

Media type may affect bacteria photo-degradation in water. In the 

nutrient broth medium degradation percent was 74% compared to 96% in 

distilled water, (Figure 3.14). This was repeated several times in nutrient 
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broth medium, showing maximum degradation percentage of no more than 

80%. This indicated a decline in catalyst activity in this media, compared to 

distilled water medium. Normal saline solution (0.9% NaCl) was used also 

as a living medium for bacteria. It showed negligible effect on degradation 

percentage (~87%) compared to distilled water media (~91%), as shown in 

Figure (3.15). 

Degradation percent, turnover frequency and quantum yield values 

are presented in Tables (3.8) and (3.9). 
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Figure (3.14): Effect of nutrient broth ZnO/anthocyanin (0.100 g) catalytic 
efficiency in bacteria photo-degradation reaction in neutral ~ 3X105 E coli 
suspension under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2) at room temperature for 90 
minutes. 

Table (3.8): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in nutrient broth medium experiment. 

Medium Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1) 

Quantum 
yield 

Distilled water 95% 2.08X10-16 65.462X10-16 

Nutrient broth 74% 1.907 X10-16 50.461X10-16 
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Normal Saline Medium Effect
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Figure (3.15): Effect of normal saline on ZnO/anthocyanin (0.100 g) catalytic 
efficiency in bacteria photo-degradation reaction in neutral ~ 5X105 E coli 
suspension under solar simulator (0.0102 W/cm2) at room temperature for 90 
minutes. Turnover frequency (and quantum yield) values are: 3.424X10-16 min-1 

(103.422X10-16) in distilled water medium, and 3.213X10-16 min-1 (98.876X10-16) in 
saline medium. 

Table (3.9): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in normal saline medium experiment. 

Medium Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1)

 

Quantum yield

 

Distilled water 91% 3.424X10-16 103.422X10-16 

Normal saline 87% 3.213X10-16 98.876X10-16 

3.2.2.4 Catalyst Recycling Experiments 

The ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst samples, used in photo-degradation 

experiments, were recovered from bacteria degradation reaction mixtures 

and reused in fresh experiments, just like fresh catalyst samples. This was 

to study catalyst ability to be used several times and its efficiency and 

stability under multi-use. This is an important objective from economical 

and environmental viewpoint. The catalyst showed good but decreased 

efficiency on successive usage (~10% efficiency loss in each run), (Figure 
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3.16). Re-dying the used catalyst was found to restore its efficiency, it gave 

high degradation percent as the fresh catalyst, (Figure 3.17). 
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Figure (3.16): Bacteria photo-degradation reaction profiles for fresh and recovered 
ZnO\anthocyanin catalyst showing its catalytic activity with 1st and 2nd reuse 
compared to the fresh catalyst. (50.00 ml neutral suspension, 5.00X105 cfu/ml E coli 
bacteria) with 0.100 g catalyst, under solar simulator radiation (0.0102 W/cm2 ) at 
room temperature for 90 min. 

Degradation percent,turnover frequency and quantum yield values 

are shown in Tables (3.10) and (3.11). 

Table (3.10): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in Reuse experiment.  

Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1)

 

Quantum yield

 

Fresh catalyst 97% 3.494X10-16 110.241X10-16 

1st reuse 88% 3.146X10-16 100.239X10-16 

2nd reuse 79% 2.808X10-16 89.443X10-16 
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Figure (3.17): Effect of Re-dying the used catalyst on its catalytic efficiency 
compared to a fresh catalyst in bacteria photo-degradation reaction, (50.00 ml 
neutral suspension, 10.0X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 0.100 g catalyst, under 
solar simulator radiation (0.0102 W/cm2 ) at room temperature for 90 min. 

Table (3.11): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in Re-dying the used catalyst experiment.  

Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1)

 

Quantum yield

 

Fresh catalyst 96% 7.2X10-16 217.955X10-16 

re-dyed 
used catalyst 

97% 7.23X10-16 218.864X10-16 

3.2.2.5 Disinfection By-Product Identification 

ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst was used to disinfect water from bacteria 

by photo-degradation, in 50 ml pre-contaminated neutral water with E coli 

bacteria under solar simulator at room temperature for 90 min. Bacteria 

counting was carried for the sample that was treated with the catalyst and 

the control sample (without adding catalyst or exposing to light), and the 

concentrations were compared, there was decline in bacteria concentration. 

Bacteria degradation to smaller organic molecules, and then to 

simple inorganic molecules (complete mineralization), can be assumed 
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depending on earlier reports [5, 24, 85-86]. After reaction stoppage, the 

remained bacteria were filtered and a GC-MS analysis was carried for the 

reaction mixture. The analysis indicated appearance of organic compounds 

containing nitrogen (which is a vital component of bacterial cell) [87] were 

detected. Presence of these organic compounds indicated the degradation of 

bacterial cells, and their presence in small concentrations indicated that 

these compounds may be oxidized to CO2, H2O and other simple 

molecules, which can not be detected by GC-MS. 

3.2.3 UV Irradiation Experiments 

Effect of UV light on bacteria photo-degradation, in the presence of 

both ZnO and ZnO/anthocyanin was studied. This was for comparison 

purposes with solar simulator studies. Control experiments were also 

conducted. 

3.2.3.1 Control Experiments 

Control experiments were conducted here to compare the results with 

those in photo-catalytic experiments. Photolysis experiments showed that 

UV light may degrade bacteria, with and without catalyst, to different 

extents. 

3.2.3.2 Photo-Catalytic Experiments 

Naked and sensitized ZnO catalysts were used under UV irradiation 

for water disinfection from bacteria. Experiments were conducted in 

similar conditions to those in solar simulator studies. Both naked and 
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sensitized ZnO catalysts showed high degradation rate, reaching complete 

degradation within 90 minutes. A comparative study was conducted with 

the both catalysts to study the effect of anthocyanin dye, by withdrawing 

aliquots after 30 minutes from reaction start showed higher efficiency for 

naked ZnO under UV irradiation than ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst. Results 

for photo-catalytic and control experiments are shown in Figure (3.18). 

Degradation percent, turnover frequency and quantum yield values for 

catalysts are shown in Table (3.12): 

Table (3.12): Degradation percent, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values for catalysts under UV irradiation: 

Turn over frequency 
(min-1) Quantum yield 

Bacteria 
degradation 

% 

 

30 min. 90 min. 30 min. 90 min. 
30 

min. 
90 

min. 
ZnO/dye 

under 
light 

17.771X10-16 7.567X10-16

 

14.9 X10-16 6.604X10-16 89% 100% 

ZnO 
Under 
light 

22.366X10-16 7.577X10-16

 

16.833X10-16

 

6.611X10-16 98% 100% 

UV light

   

8.117X10-16 5.817X10-16 49% 88% 
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Figure (3.18): Effect of ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst on bacteria photo-degradation 
reaction compared to naked ZnO and control conditions, (50.00 ml neutral 
suspension, 9.00X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 0.100 g catalyst, under UV 
irradiation (0.00064 W/cm2 ) at room temperature for 90 min. 

3.3 Sensitized  Nano-Particle ZnO Catalyst 

3.3.1 Catalyst Characterization 

The prepared ZnO nanoparticles were characterized using UV-

Visible absorption spectrophotometry, photoluminescence spectrometry, 

XRD and SEM techniques. 

3.3.1.1 UV-Visible Characterization 

Electronic absorption spectrum in the UV-Visible region was 

measured for the prepared ZnO nanoparticles. Figure (3.19) shows 

absorption bands at max = ~380 nm for ZnO.  
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Figure (3.19): Electronic absorption spectra for ZnO catalyst nanoparticles 
suspension. 

3.3.1.2 Photoluminescence Spectra (PL) 

Photoluminescence emission spectrum was studied for the prepared 

ZnO nanoparticles, as shown in Figure (3.20). Emission peak at ~380 nm is 

due to ZnO band gap (Eg), which is in good agreement with reported values 

[82-83]. Value of Eg calculated from the photoluminescence spectra for 

ZnO was 3.26 eV. 

 

Figure (3.20): Photoluminescence spectra measured for ZnO nanoparticles. 
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3.3.1.3 XRD Study 

ZnO nanoparticles were characterized using XRD technique. Particle 

size was calculated from XRD diffraction pattern measured for ZnO 

particles using Scherrer equation [77]: 

d= K /(B cos ) 

where K is the shape factor that has a typical value of about 0.9;  is 

the X-ray wavelength (0.15418 nm); B is the line broadening at half the 

maximum intensity (FWHM) in radians, and  is the Bragg angle; d is the 

mean size (averaged diameter of crystallites in nm) of the ordered 

(crystalline) domains [78], which may vary for different particles. 

The X-ray pattern showed a hexagonal wurtzite crystal type for ZnO 

particles, (Figure 3.22), which coincides with literature XRD pattern for 

wurtzite ZnO, Figure (3.21). Based on three different XRD peaks at (102), 

(110) and (103) indices, the average ZnO particle diameter was 20 nm. 

XRD pattern for ZnO/dye showed some additional small peaks to that of 

ZnO, such as those at 2 = ~ 65 and 78, this may be due to dye particles 

aggregates. 
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Figure (3.21): Literature X-ray diffraction patterns of nano zinc oxide (ZnO) 
particles [87]. 

 

Figure (3.22): X-ray diffraction patterns for ZnO (nanoparticles)/ anthocyanin dye 
(a) and ZnO nanoparticles (b). 
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3.3.1.4 SEM Results 

SEM characterization was used to show the surface morphology and 

estimated size of prepared ZnO particles. SEM images showed elongated 

nanorods (rice-shaped) ZnO particles with about 25 nm in diameter and 

140 nm in length. Surface morphology of the nanoparticles is shown in 

Figure (3.23).       
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Figure (3.23): SEM images for the prepared ZnO nanoparticles (a, b and c) 
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3.3.2 Solar-Simulator Light Photocatalytic Experiments 

Naked and sensitized ZnO nanoparticle catalysts were used under 

solar simulator irradiation light source for water disinfection from bacteria 

as described before. 

3.3.2.1 Control Experiments 

Control experiments were conducted in the absence of catalyst, 

absence of light or absence of both. A degradation percent of ~30% was 

obtained by photolysis. In dark control experiments, which were conducted 

using sensitized or naked ZnO in absence of light, there was high decline in 

bacteria concentration (~ 90% in 90 minutes). E coli bacteria were not 

affected by anthocyanin dye alone. The same result was achieved when 

comparing sensitized and naked ZnO under dark conditions, there was no 

noticed difference in their bactericidal activity, which emphasize the role of 

the dye as sensitizer under solar light. 

3.3.2.2 Photo-Catalytic Experiments 

Both naked and sensitized ZnO nanoparticle catalysts showed high 

percent of degradation. The system was more efficient than micro-sized 

ZnO particles. Anthocyanin dye showed ~9% enhancement on nano-sized 

ZnO particle catalyst efficiency under solar simulator light in 60 minutes. 

Results of photocatalytic and control experiments are presented in Figure 

(3.24) and Table (3.13). 
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Figure (3.24): Effect of ZnO/anthocyanin (nano-particles) catalyst on bacteria 
photo-degradation compared to naked nano-ZnO and control conditions, (50.00 ml 
neutral suspension, 3.80X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 0.100 g catalyst, under 
solar simulator radiation (0.0102 W/cm2) at room temperature. 

Table (3.13): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in catalyst effect and control experiment for the nano 
ZnO. 

Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1) Quantum yield 

 

60 
min. 

90 
min. 

60 min. 90 min. 60 min. 90 min. 

ZnO/ 
dye 

in light 
84% 100%

 

3.595X10-16 2.806X10-16 106.400X10-16 86.115X10-16 

ZnO/ 
dye in 
dark 

50% 90% 2.123X10-16 2.519X10-16 62.827X10-16 77.304X10-16 

ZnO 
in light 75% 98% 3.210X10-16 2.750X10-16 95.000X10-16 84.560X10-16 

Light  33%    20.457X10-16

 

The 
dye in 
dark  

2%     

To study the dye effect on ZnO catalytic efficiency, a light filter that 

cuts off wavelengths with 400 nm and shorter (UV light) was used. The 
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experiment was thus conducted under visible light only. ZnO/anthocyanin 

was not significantly affected by cutting off UV light. Naked ZnO 

nanoparticles showed some decline in the catalytic efficiency with cutting 

off UV light, (Figure 3.25).  These results confirm sensitizing effect of the 

dye. 
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Figure (3.25): ZnO/anthocyanin and ZnO (nano-particles) catalysts under solar 
simulator radiation (0.0102 W/cm2) in the presence and absence of UV light (using 
cut-off filter), (50.00 ml neutral suspension, 5.00X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria) with 
0.100 g catalyst, at room temperature for 90 min. 

Table (3.14) shows degradation percent and values of turnover 

frequency and quantum yield. 

Table (3.14): Degradation percents, turnover frequency and quantum 
yield values in cutting off UV irradiations experiment in nano ZnO 
catalyst.  

Bacteria 
degradation% 

Turnover 
frequency (min-1)

 

Quantum 
yield 

ZnO/anthocyanin 
without using filter 98% 3.393X10-16 111.604X10-16

 

ZnO/anthocyanin 
with filter using 97% 3.38X10-16 111.263X10-16

 

ZnO without 
using filter 97% 3.05X10-16 89.01X10-16 

ZnO with 
filter using 94% 2.935X10-16 85.647X10-16 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion  
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

4.1 Introduction 

Both pristine and natural dye sensitized ZnO photo-catalysts were 

used in water disinfection from bacteria. More than 90% degradation 

percent was achieved in 90 minutes under solar simulator radiation. The 

sensitized ZnO showed higher catalytic efficiency (~10%) than the naked 

counterpart. Control experiments showed only small percent of 

degradation. The sensitized catalyst worked well under cutting off UV light 

(using cut off filter eliminating 400 nm and shorter wavelengths), and was 

almost not affected by eliminating UV from the solar simulator light.  This 

indicates the role of the dye in sensitizing ZnO to the visible light. 

Sensitized ZnO nanoparticles showed higher catalytic activity than the 

sensitized ZnO micro-size counterparts. Complete degradation was 

achieved with nanoparticles under the same conditions. Some factors 

affecting photo-degradation reaction and catalyst efficiency, such as 

illumination time, temperature, pH, catalyst concentration, contaminant 

concentration and dissolved organic and inorganic impurities, were studied 

and discussed here. 

It is known that photo-degradation of organic contaminants and 

microorganisms occur due to generation of reactive hydroxyl radicals on 

the surfaces of the semiconductor particles [37]. When semiconductor 

crystals are exposed to light with wavelengths suitable for semiconductor 

band gap, electrons transfer from the valance band to the conduction band 
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leaving holes in the valence band. Presence of electron acceptors such as 

O2 molecules prevents electrons-holes recombination, by accepting the 

electrons and giving O2
•-. Holes oxidize hydroxyl groups (OH-) and 

adsorbed H2O molecules to form OH• radicals. The O2
•- species also reacts 

with H+ ions and forms hydroxyl radicals. The hydroxyl radicals have the 

power to oxidize and degrade organic molecules to smaller ones [46]. The 

photo-degradation process can be summarized as follows: 

Organic pollutants  + O2   CO2  +  H2O +  mineral acid                           (4.1) 

4.2 The Micro-Sized ZnO: 

ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst characterization using UV-Visible 

spectrophotometry showed an absorption band for the anthocyanin dye at 

max = 600 nm, compared to that for the free dye (in ethanol) at max = 540. 

The shift of absorption peak is an evidence for the attachment of the dye on 

ZnO catalyst surface. The chemical adsorption of the dye takes place due to 

condensation of alcoholic-bound protons with the hydroxyl groups at the 

surface of ZnO [89]. This chemical bond affects the energy levels of the 

highest occupied molecular level (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 

molecular level (LUMO) of the dye and cause a shift in the absorption 

spectra. 

There was some shift toward a smaller wavelength in the emission 

peak for the sensitized ZnO from that of the naked ZnO noticed from the 

photoluminescence spectra. This indicates an increase in the band gap for 

ZnO. The presence of the dye may be increased ZnO stability. 
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The calculated value for the band gap for the micro ZnO was 3.18 

eV whereas it was higher for the nano sized ZnO (3.26 eV), this is 

consistent with literature [90]. This can be explained by the fact that the 

crystal size for the micro ZnO is larger than the crystal size of the nano, 

and so the micro crystal contains larger number of ZnO and higher number 

of energy levels inside the crystal, this make the band gap to be smaller. 

4.2.1 Solar Simulator Irradiation Experiments 

4.2.1.1 Control Experiments 

Control experiments were conducted in the absence of catalyst, 

absence of light, or absence of both. Some bacteria were affected with 

photolysis, in the absence of any catalyst type, showing up to 30% loss due 

to solar simulator light. Despite the need of bacteria for light in their life 

and growth, it may be harmful for them. Solar light contains UV tail that 

affects the bacterial cell and makes mutations (changes in DNA sequence). 

The E coli bacteria are known to be especially sensitive to UV irradiation 

[91]. In the dark, using sensitized or naked ZnO, there was some decline in 

bacteria concentration (~27%), which is due to bactericidal activity of Zn2+ 

ions that could accumulate in the cell membrane and make disruption of the 

membrane [92-93]. Zinc penetrates through the cell membrane and inhibits 

nutrient uptake and interferes with proton transfer [94]. Anthocyanin dye 

itself didn’t affect E coli bacteria (it is antioxidant agent [95]). This is 

consistent with literature [85]. Sensitized and naked ZnO systems showed 

similar results under dark conditions, which means that they have the same 
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bactericidal activity with no role for the dye in absence of light. This 

emphasizes the role of the dye as sensitizer under solar light. 

4.2.1.2 Photo-Catalytic Experiments 

More than 90% degradation percent was achieved by the 

ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst system under solar simulator light. ZnO is a 

powerful oxidizing agent, due to its wide band gap (3.2 eV). Therefore, it 

can oxidize organic compounds to simple molecules, when excited by 

suitable radiations. Excitation of electrons from the valance band to the 

conduction band creates holes, in valance band, which lead to hydroxyl 

radical formation. The radicals oxidize the bacterial cell wall together with 

internal contents, and consequently cause cell death and degradation.  

Supporting anthocyanin dye on ZnO surface makes it sensitive to visible 

light because the dye has small band gap and can be excited with visible 

light. The excited electrons then move to the conduction band of ZnO 

semiconductor, as shown in (Figure 4.1). The creation of more holes and 

hydroxyl radicals would then increase the percent of degradation compared 

to naked ZnO system. 

The ZnO is sensitive to UV tail that exists in the solar light. Thus the 

ZnO absorbs the UV tail and behaves as photo-catalyst with good catalytic 

activity causing up to ~ 84% degradation. Sensitization showed 

improvement in ZnO catalytic activity under solar simulator with ~ 10% 

(Figure 3.6). This is because sensitized ZnO uses both UV and visible light 

together, and excitation occurs via two routes. 
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Figure (4.1): Sensitization of ZnO photo-catalyst by dye molecules to the visible 
light [96]. 

Experiments conducted using the light filter (cutting off UV light), 

emphasized the role of dye as sensitizer. ZnO/anthocyanin catalytic activity 

was almost not affected with cutting off UV light (Figure 3.8). The dye has 

a small band gap and absorbs light wavelengths in the visible region. This 

is sufficient for electron-hole generation in the dye molecule, by exciting 

the electrons from dye HOMO to LUMO. Charge transfer from dye LUMO 

to ZnO conduction band occurs. The oxidation of bacterial cells may 

consequently occur, as a result of visible light excitation. 

In case of naked ZnO cutting UV light significantly decreased its 

catalytic activity (Figure 3.8). This is because ZnO depends on UV light for 

electrons excitation. Thus elimination of UV light lowered the degradation 

percent, in a similar fashion to using ZnO catalyst under dark conditions. 
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4.2.1.3 Factors Affect Photo-Degradation Reaction 

Effect of Illumination Time on Catalyst Efficiency 

The results show that as time proceeded, bacteria concentration 

decreased (Figure 3.9). Values of turn over frequency and quantum yield 

were higher at the beginning of the reaction. This is expected. At the 

beginning of the reaction, the bacteria concentration was higher, which 

promoted more degradation. As the reaction proceeded bacteria 

concentration was lowered which caused lowering in the degradation 

percent per time unit. As reaction progressed, organic molecules resulted 

from bacteria degradation, and the catalyst functioned to decompose both 

these organic molecules and the remaining bacterial cells. Another reason 

for lowering relative catalyst efficiency with time could be due to 

degradation of ZnO itself. 

Effect of Temperature on Catalyst Efficiency 

Values of turn over frequency and quantum yield showed small 

increase with temperature gain within the studied range.  The results are 

consistent with previous works [11, 51, 67, 96-97]. Photo-degradation 

reactions may not necessarily be affected by temperature [98]. Different 

paradoxing factors may thus affect rate of bacterial degradation. 

On one side, higher temperature may increase bacterial mobility, and 

its ability to reach OH. radicals. On the other hand increasing temperature 

decreases the concentration of oxygen molecules in the reaction media, and 
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thus. lowers catalyst efficiency. This explains the low effect of temperature 

on catalyst efficiency in this work. The insensitivity of the photo-catalytic 

reaction toward temperature is added to the advantages of the catalyst 

described here, as the catalyst needs no special temperatures to function 

effectively. 

Effect of pH on Catalyst Efficiency 

The degradation results were almost the same in three different 

media (acidic, neutral and basic), with only a slight preference for the basic 

medium, and the least preferred is the acidic medium (Figure 3.11). ZnO is 

considered as an amphoteric oxide, and its reaction depends on pH value.  

ZnO reacts as a base in acidic solutions, and as an acid in basic solutions, 

as shown in equations (4.2-3) 

In acids: ZnO + 2H+  Zn2+ + H2O       (4.2) 

In bases: ZnO + H2O + 2OH-  [Zn (OH)4]
2-             (4.3) 

This behavior affects the pH value for reaction mixtures.  In this 

work, it was found that the three media became neutral (pH ~7) after short 

times. So the pH affected the reaction for short time only, and a small 

difference between degradation percents in the three media was achieved.  

The small preference for the basic medium coincided with previous 

works [11].  At higher pH values there is higher concentration of hydroxyl 

ions, which may yield more hydroxyl radicals. At lower pH values, ZnO 

degrades readily yielding Zn2+ ions [10], which lowers the catalyst 
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efficiency. ZnO reactions in the acidic and basic media caused degradation 

of the catalyst and therefore lowered the bacteria degradation percentage. 

ZnO + 2H+  Zn2+ +1/2 O2                                            (4. 4) 

ZnO + 2H+  Zn2+ + H2O                                                                      (4.2) 

The surface charge didn’t affect the adsorption of bacteria in this 

work. This was because the used range of pH values is 5.0-8.7. And the 

pHzpc of ZnO is 9.0 (the surface of the catalyst is positive below pH 9.0) 

[99]. The bacteria are considered to have negative surface charges [100]. 

Effect of Catalyst Concentration on Efficiency 

For economic disinfection of contaminated water, the optimum 

amount of catalyst necessary for efficient degradation was investigated 

here. Degradation percent increased with increasing the added weight of 

the catalyst until a maximum efficiency was observed at a given catalyst 

weight (0.100-0.200 g). Increasing the amount of the catalyst provides 

higher surface area and more active sites for the adsorption and degradation 

reaction and makes more utilization for the incoming light that transmitted 

through the reaction medium in the photo-catalytic reaction. Therefore, 

higher percent of degraded bacteria was achieved with more catalyst. 

However, increasing amount of the catalyst more than the optimum weight 

makes turbidity in the reaction medium, which shields off incident light. 

This leads to decrease in measured catalyst efficiency and bacteria 

degradation percentage. 
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Effect of Bacteria Concentration on Catalyst Efficiency 

At low bacterial concentrations, increasing the concentration 

increased the degradation percent. At higher concentrations, increasing 

bacterial concentration lowered degradation percentage, as shown in Figure 

(3.13). However, increasing the initial bacterial concentration increased 

values of turn over frequency and quantum yield, over the whole range (~2-

14X105 cfu/ml) (Table 3.1). When bacteria concentration increases more 

bacterial cells are adsorbed on the catalyst surface and so more bacterial 

cells are degraded. This gives higher percent of degradation till reaching a 

limited concentration, and higher values for the turnover frequency and 

quantum yield over all concentrations that were studied here. 

Nutrient broth and saline media Effect on catalyst efficiency 

The photodegradation reaction conducted in saline medium was 

found not to be affected by this medium. The catalyst still worked as it was 

in distilled water with little difference (~ 4%) in degradation percent. This 

coincides with previous works [19, 93]. The small decrease in zinc toxicity 

with increasing concentrations of NaCl is probably due to the decrease in 

the levels of Zn2+ ions due to the formation of Zn-Cl species, which is less 

toxic than Zn2+ ions [93]. In presence nutrient broth medium there was a 

decrease in the catalytic efficiency with ~20%. This can be attributed to 

degradation competition between the organic molecules from nutrient broth 

media and bacteria cells. The hydroxyl radical is a non-selective oxidizing 
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species. Also the colored medium may absorb part of incident light and 

decrease the light intensity that reaches surfaces of the catalyst particles. 

4.2.1.4 Catalyst Recycling 

The ability of the catalyst to be recovered and reused in photo-

catalytic reactions is an important characteristic and receives considerable 

attention. This can contribute significantly to lowering the operational cost 

of the water purification and disinfection processes. 

The recovered catalyst used here showed good but decreased 

efficiency, (~10%) loss in each run, on successive usage after recovery 

from the reaction mixture, (Figure 3.16). Exposure of the sensitized 

catalyst/dye to light may degrade the dye itself throughout the reaction 

time. This decreases the catalyst efficiency and gives lower percentage for 

bacteria degradation. It was reported that increasing pH, temperature or 

exposure to light is able to spoil the anthocyanin molecule [101]. Bacteria 

accumulation on the surface of the catalyst particles decreases the sites 

available for degradation reaction to occur and so decreases in the catalytic 

efficiency. Re-dying the used catalyst was found to restore its efficiency. 

This supports the first explanation. 

4.2.1.5 Disinfection By-Products Identification 

Cell death 

Many mechanisms were proposed and examined by researchers for 

cell death in photodegradation processes using photocatalysts. The first 
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mechanism proposed was that by Matsunaga and coworkers, who believed 

that direct photochemical oxidation of intracellular coenzyme A to its 

dimeric form was the root cause of decreases in respiratory activities that 

led to cell death [23, 102]. 

Lipid peroxidation reaction was proposed as underlying mechanism 

of death of Escherichia coli K-12 cells by irradiation with UV in the 

presence of the TiO2 photocatalyst. Using production of malondialdehyde 

(MDA) as an index to assess cell membrane damage by lipid peroxidation, 

an exponential increase in the production of MDA was observed [24]. The 

TiO2 photochemical reaction was reported to cause disruption of the cell 

membrane and the cell wall of Streptococcus sobrinus AHT, as shown by 

leakage of intracellular K+ ions that paralleled cell death [103]. Leakage of 

intracellular Ca2+ ions has also been observed with cancer cells [104-105]. 

Under photocatalytic conditions when TiO2 was applied to E coli, it was 

found that the endotoxin, an integral component of the outer membrane, 

was destroyed. This is a more direct evidence that outer membrane damage 

occurs [106]. Sunada et al. attribute cell death to the combination of cell 

membrane damage and further oxidative attack of internal cellular 

components [107]. It was reported that treatment of E. coli with TiO2 and 

near-UV light resulted in an immediate increase in permeability to small 

molecules, and the leakage of large molecules such as -D-galactosidase. 

Also cell wall was shown to be damaged in less than 20 min, followed by a 

progressive damage of cytoplasmic membrane and intracellular 

components [25]. 
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According to literature complete oxidation of organic compounds 

and Escherichia coli cells to carbon dioxide can be achieved using 

photocatlysts [5, 84- 85]. In this work, GC-MS analysis showed the 

presence of organic compounds that contain nitrogen in the disinfection 

medium. This emphasizes the degradation of bacterial cells to smaller 

organic molecules and may be gases such as CO2, H2O and other simple 

molecules, using our solar simulator light experiments. 

4.2.2 UV Irradiation Experiments 

4.2.2.1 Control Experiments 

Photolysis experiments showed that UV light can degrade bacteria, 

with and without catalyst, to different extents. DNA molecules inside the 

bacterial cell absorb UV photons. This absorption damages the DNA by 

altering nucleotide base pairing, and creating new linkages between 

adjacent nucleotides on the same DNA strand. If this damage is unrepaired, 

DNA replication is blocked. This inhibits proteins synthesis for important 

jobs, growth and healing, and leads to cell death [108]. UV irradiation is 

one of the known methods that can be used in water disinfection despite its 

disadvantages, as discussed in Chapter one. 

4.2.2.2 Photo-Catalytic Experiments 

ZnO is a powerful oxidizing agent with a wide band gap that needs 

UV irradiation to be excited. Results of bacteria degradation were higher 

than those under solar simulator light, using same conditions. However, 
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using UV light instead of solar light is not preferred due to the high cost for 

application. The usage of UV irradiations has some rescues on human 

health and the environment. 

Naked ZnO catalyst showed higher efficiency than ZnO/anthocyanin 

catalyst under UV irradiation. In case of ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst, the dye 

screened away the incident light from the active sites on ZnO surface 

therefore lowered its catalytic efficiency under UV irradiations compared 

to the naked ZnO. This indicates the dye role as sensitizer to visible light 

under solar simulator, it enhanced ZnO efficiency under solar simulator, 

but under UV light it has no role. In the contrary, its presence decreased the 

reached light to ZnO surface. 

4.3 The  Nano-Size ZnO 

4.3.1 Solar Simulator Irradiation Experiments 

4.3.1.1 Control Experiments 

A degradation percent of 30% was obtained by photolysis with no 

catalysis. That is because the solar light contains a fraction of UV radiation 

that is harmful to the bacterial cells. In dark control experiments, using 

nano-ZnO system, there was high decline in bacteria concentration (~90%), 

Zn2+ ions have a bactericidal activity. Many benign materials develop 

toxicity when reduced to the nanoscale size [109-110]. The presence of 

nanoprticles causes the increase of membrane permeability leading to 

accumulation of ZnO nanoparticles in the bacterial membrane. GC-MS 
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analysis for the sample that was treated with ZnO nanoparticles at dark 

have not showed degradation products, which indicates that the cell death 

is not due to cell components degradation as it was found when the reaction 

was conducted under light. Free anthocyanin dye solutions didn’t affect 

bacteria growth. Similar result was achieved when comparing sensitized 

and naked ZnO activities under dark conditions, with no noticeable 

difference in their bactericidal activity. Thus, the dye has no role in absence 

of light. This emphasizes the role of the dye as sensitizer under solar 

simulator light. 

4.3.1.2 Photo-Catalytic Experiments 

Both naked and sensitized ZnO nanoparticle catalysts showed high 

percent of degradation. The system was more efficient than micro-sized 

ZnO particles.  Degradation percent of 84% was achieved using nano-

ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst, compared to 77% using the micro sizes in 60 

minutes. This behavior was noticed in both naked and sensitized ZnO 

catalysts even in dark. Figure (4.2) shows more results. Many reports 

emphasized parallel behaviors [94, 111-113]. Nano sized ZnO particles 

have higher surface area and more active sites.  More bacterial cells 

adsorbed on the catalyst surface and more percent of bacteria degradation is 

achieved. The amount of the dispersion particles, per volume in the 

reaction medium, increases with decreasing ZnO particle size. This 

enhances photon absorbance and H2O adsorption on the surface. 
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Enhancement of ~ 9% was achieved using anthocyanin dye with nano-sized 

ZnO under solar simulator light in 60 minutes. 

Despite the better catalytic efficiency for the nano ZnO catalyst, the 

micro ZnO catalyst is still superior to it in terms of catalyst separation and 

recycling at the end of the reaction. Micro ZnO is easier to separate from 

reaction medium. It can be done simply by filtration or decantation. This 

makes it more applicable in water disinfection. 
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Figure (4.2): Comparison between micro and nano sized sensitized and naked ZnO 
catalysts under light and dark conditions. Using 50.00 ml distilled water pre-
contaminated with ~ 4X105 cfu/ml E coli bacteria, and 0.100 g catalyst under solar 
simulator (0.0102 W/cm2), at room temperature for 90 min. 
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Conclusions 

1. Sensitized and naked ZnO catalysts showed good activity against the 

examined bacteria under a solar simulator, with improvement ~10% in 

the catalytic efficiency when using anhocyanin dye as sensitizer for 

ZnO. 

2. ZnO/anthocynin functioned efficiently in presence and absence of UV 

light under solar simulator, this because of sensitizing effect of the 

anthocynin dye. 

3. Sensitized and naked ZnO catalyst nanoparticles showed higher 

catalytic activity than their micro-sized counterparts. Particle size 

played an important role in enhancement of the catalysts activity against 

bacteria. 

4. The activity of the naked ZnO catalyst under UV irradiations was higher 

than that of ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst, as the dye screened away the 

radiations from the catalyst surface. 

5. Changing temperature didn’t significantly affect the catalyst efficiency. 

6. Changing the pH value showed only little effect on the catalyst 

efficiency. 

7. The catalyst amount affected the degradation, and there was an optimum 

weight that should be used to obtain an efficient disinfection process. 

8. Increasing the initial concentration of bacteria enhanced the catalyst 

activity. 
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9. The presence of impurities (organic and inorganic) affects the catalyst 

activity in different manners. 

10. Catalyst recovery can readily be achieved simply. This makes it 

applicable for water disinfection purposes. 

Suggestion for Further Work: 

1. Using anthocyanin dye from sources other than Karkade, and other 

natural dyes from different natural sources with different colors, as 

sensitizers for ZnO catalyst. 

2. Applying the ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst against other types of bacteria 

(e.g gram positive bacteria) and other microorganisms. 

3. Applying the ZnO/anthocyanin catalyst on different chemical pollutants, 

such as fertilizers, pesticides, drugs and other water pollutants. 

4. Supporting the catalyst on different supports, such as activated carbon 

and sand. 

5. Using other methods for ZnO nanoparticles preparation to achieve 

smaller particle size and studying the efficiency. 

6. Studying the catalytic activity against bacteria on longer time intervals. 

7. Studying the effect of presence of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions in water on the 

catalytic efficiency in water disinfection. 

8. Studying the effect of presence of organic contaminant such as 

halocarbons and humic acid on the catalytic efficiency in water 

disinfection. 
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